NetOxygen Multichannel
LOS on SaaS
Bringing best in class lending
technology via a SaaS model
to fast growing lenders

NetOxygen SaaS Platform
leverages the proven NetOxygen
solution, chosen by top US
lenders for over 25 years. It
enables lenders to improve
end-to-end loan origination with
disruptive technologies while
reducing cost of operation with
straight through processing.

Feature-rich,
configurable loan
origination system
for superior
lending experience

Enhanced borrower experience
portal for seamless interaction
with borrowers from any channel
(branch, internet, mobile) both
during application intake and
after submission.
Enable straight through
processing, hyper-automate
processes, redefine operations
and reimagine customer journeys
with NetOxygen.
Offered either as a technology
only SaaS option or a BPaaS
model with the option of licensed
fulfillment services.

Key Benefits
• Reduces error rates significantly with streamlined
workflows and data validation checks to ensure a
complete application, upfront

Get on-boarded quickly and start
originating fully compliant loans with
NetOxygen SaaS

• Offers Launchpad POS for both borrowers and loan
officers to deliver a digital experience, both
pre-app and post-app, thereby minimizing cycle
time and facilitating a seamless experience
• Reduces origination costs while boosting
production efficiency through automation

Built-in compliance checks for HPML,
HOEPA, Section 32, Reg B, HMDA, and
other federal regulations.

Features
Supports construction lending for one
close, multiple close, Homestyle®
renovation and FHA construction.
Hosted on Microsoft Azure for maximum
security and availability. Both
multi-tenant and dedicated hosting
options are available.
Allows lenders to implement distinct
flows based on organizational structure
Advanced analytics supporting
configurable reports, dashboards, and
data analysis.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the power
of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients
adapt to the digital world and
make them successful. A
company recognized globally for

Comprehensive product coverage
including support of mortgage products
(agency, portfolio, and non-QM),
specialty products such as construction
and 203K, home equity loans, HELOCs,
Consumer loans (Auto, Boat, RV)
and unsecured credit lines, using a
single platform.
Reach us at:
Wipro Gallagher Solutions, LLC
810 Crescent Centre Drive, Suite 400
Franklin, TN 37067
Ph- 615.221.7312
www.wipro.com/gallagher

its comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have over 175,000
dedicated employees serving
clients across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas and
connect the dots to build a better
and a bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com

